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   DAY 1: Reception of a group at the Airport. 

 
Boarding a bus. Going to Vladivostok. Arrival at Vladivostok. Hotel check-in: Lotte, 

AZIMUT, Primorye. 

 
Dinner at ZUMA Pan-Asian Restaurant. Spare time. 

  
 

 

 

 



DAY 2: Breakfast. Tour program: Sightseeing tour in the city of Vladivostok, visiting 

the observation site at the Light Beacon, railway station, harbor station, V. I. Lenin 

monument, Vladivostok fortress, sightseeing deck at the Funicular (the highest point of the 

city), C-56 Submarine Museum. Lunch.  

 

 
 

Vladivostok Railway Station is the last point of the Trans-Siberian Railway, the Pacific 

end of Russia, and that is evidenced by a pillar situated on the platform and marked with 

“9288 km”, a distance between Moscow and Vladivostok. 

 
From Korabelnaya Embankment, there is a beautiful prospect to the Golden Bridge and 

the Golden Horn Bay. The name of this Bay was given by N. N. Muravyov-Amursky, the 

count and the Governor-General of the Eastern Siberia, comparing it with the bay bearing 

the same name in Istanbul. Travelling through the Peter the Great Gulf in 1859, to which 

he also gave this name in honor of the father of the Russian fleet, the count ordered to set 

up a military post here, commanding: “Govern the East from here”. This is how 

Vladivostok, the pearl of the Pacific coast of Russia, came into being. 

 

 



When going to the main square of the city you should cross it diagonally. Passing by the 

white skyscraper of the socialist era, the building of Primorye Administration, you will 

come face to face with the magnificent monument to the Fighters for Soviet power in the 

Far East. The monument was erected in 1961, it consists of two sculptural groups with 

figures of Red Army men and partisans, between whom the legendary trumpet player with 

a flag stands on a high pedestal. There is the stele erected in honor of assigning 

Vladivostok the title of “The City of Military Glory”. Dinner. 

 

 
 

DAY 3: The campus of the Far Eastern Federal University is a student mini-city built 

among the island’s pristine wilderness covering an area of 120 hectares. The FEFU 

includes teaching blocks, student center, dormitory, sports areas and park. In fine weather, 

the University campus is perfectly visible from both Pospelov Fort and Nazimov Cape.  

 

Novosiltsevskaya Battery is a coastal battery of the Vladivostok fortress located in the 

northern part of the Russky Island. It has been being built from 1899 to 1903. The battery 

is designed for six 6 inch guns and two 57 mm guns. It is important to note that the guns of 

the Vladivostok fortress have never fired, but due to their availability Vladivostok 

remained a peaceful Russian city in the midst of military cataclysms at the turn of the 19 th 

and 20th centuries. 

 

Voroshilovskaya Battery 

Located on the Russky Island and is a part of the Pacific Fleet’s Museum of Military 

History. Built in 1934, the battery was the main stronghold covering the waters of the 

Peter the Great Gulf. K. Voroshilov coastal turret-type artillery battery No. 981 is the 

largest battery in Russia, being one of the most unique artillery installations in the world 

and it is even listed in the Guinness Book of Records.  

 



 
 

The decision to build Voroshilovskaya Battery was taken in spring of 1931. Only rock 

excavation and underground operations took next two years. Turrets and barrels were 

delivered by sea and then by a specially built railway. The appearance of this battery is 

already awe-inspiring, and if you go down into the dungeon you cannot believe your eyes 

for a long time. There are several floors extending to a depth of 25 meters and a lot of 

underground passages under each of two triple-barreled turrets. The power of the battery 

guns is such that they can sink almost any modern vessel. Only one shell weighs almost 

half a ton, and the turret with a barrel is about 1,250 tons. 

As the former commander of the battery and now the museum employee Georgy Shabot 

said, Voroshilovskaya Battery has gone through many things for the decades of its 

existence. In the 1960s, Khrushchev personally ordered to abandon it but after another 

deterioration in relations with the PRC, it was put on alert again. In 1985, the Moonzund 

film was produced here. The famous Oleg Menshikov starred in this film. After filming 

the shots, two camera operators went deaf for several weeks as they ignored soldiers’ 

recommendations and came close to the guns. The battery has been on alert until July 09, 

1997. 

Only due to the timely constructed coastal long-range batteries and the fortified system, 

Vladivostok was not wiped off the map by the Japanese army and navy in 1941. The 

Japanese just scratched their heads and turned to... Pearl Harbor.  

 

 

 



 

Lunch at NOVIK Recreational Center. Dinner at restaurant. 

  

 
Primorsky Oceanarium is a research and educational complex of the Far Eastern 

Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences. It contains over 500 species of marine and 

freshwater animals. The complex of various-sized aquariums allows visitors to get 

acquainted with the life of the inhabitants of Russian waters (the Sea of Japan, the Sea of 

Okhotsk, the Bering Sea, Lake Baikal, the Amur River and Khanka Lake), cold polar seas, 

warm tropical rivers and seas, as well as the inhabitants of the open spaces of the ocean. 

There is a dolphinarium in the exposition block. Up to 800 spectators simultaneously may 

enjoy the performances of bottlenose dolphins, belugas, sea lions, fur seals. The structure 

of the dolphinarium provides a dolphin therapy department. Primorsky Oceanarium is, of 

course, a unique institution. Excellent exhibits, interesting and varied excursions, 

educational programs for children and adults, marine mammal performances, comfortable 

recreation spaces, a beautiful area with a diverse landscape, a series of gardens, parks and 

waterfalls, shops and cafeterias make the Oceanarium a favorite recreation and 

entertainment area for Vladivostok residents and guests. 

 



 

 

DAY 4: Breakfast. 5-hour boat tour with lunch. Dinner. 

 

 
 

DAY 5: Breakfast. Meeting of group members at the hotel hall.  

 

Visiting Primorsky Safari Park. 

Primorsky Safari Park has been existing since 2007. In the end of 2010, the area was 

replenished with many rare animals. In 2012, tiger cubs Amur and Taiga settled down in 

the Park. In 2016, the Amur leopard arrived. 

The total area of three parks with tigers is one hectare. 4 tigers (Amur, Taiga, Ussuri 

and tiger cub Sherkhan) freely walk on this territory. Visitors are guaranteed to watch 

tigers from the bridge, without any grids in front of their faces. 

• 1st excursion: Tiger Park, Ungulate Park 

• 2nd excursion: Predatory Animal Park and Bird Park. 

• 3rd excursion: Lion Park  



 
 

 

Dinner and theatrical performance at Vavilovo Estate  
 

 

On a small plot of land located 25 km away from the center of Vladivostok, the owners 

of the Estate were able to create a lovely garden and house with such accuracy and care 

that any guests can feel themselves transferred to the past of Russia. 

Clear air, an abundance of flowers from early spring to late autumn, a pond with a 

grotto and cascades of falling water, a beautiful view of the Amur Bay which you cannot 

look away from. 

  

 



 

In 1934, a large family of immigrants was given a dilapidated fanza house and one 

hectare of land on which a garden was laid out in spring of the next year. The house was 

repaired and the family of 9 persons lived there: father, mother, grandmother and 6 

children - 2 daughters and 4 brothers. The eldest daughter was only 10 years old. The 

years full of labor and hardship passed. The children grew up, the head of the family 

managed to graduate from an institute and become a civil engineer, but the fondness for 

earth, the memories of the gardens of childhood and youth awakened the desires in the Far 

East, in a new homeland, to grow a magical, marvelous garden such as in the native 

Poland. 

In 1945, the eldest daughter married a young officer who returned from the war. They 

leave for Khabarovsk where the first daughter was born in 1946 and the second daughter 

in 1948. In 1949, a young family leaves for Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky but every summer 

the girls live with their grandmother, enjoying the garden, flowers, fluttering butterflies, 

listening to birds singing. 

From the memories of Tamara Grigorievna Vavilova, the Estate’s hostess: “My dad 

was an officer, a communist, and, as all people of his generation, faithfully believed in the 

ideals of communism, and of course he was a convinced atheist, but the grandmother was 

a deeply religious person and in the absence of my dad she often told us about paradise 

and heavenly life. She told about nice and beautiful life there, about magic flowers and 

trees and I and my sister believed that paradise is the same as our garden. Our 

grandmother did not dissuade us.” 

In 1951, a new, then spacious house of three small rooms, a kitchen and a veranda was 

built in place of the old fanza with the efforts of the eldest daughter and her husband. In 

1955, the third daughter was born and the house became crowded. Then another room 

where the older girls resided (this room was immediately called the “maiden” one) and one 

more veranda were added. 

But the most important thing is that the garden once laid up by the grandfather planting 

the saplings of trees and bushes that were exotic for the Far East, has grown and gave 

unprecedented yields of pears, apples, plums and berries, and people from around the 

region came to admire the grandmother’s flowers. Some trees planted in 1935 are still 

alive, and there are peonies of the grandmother among sixty bushes of luxurious peonies. 

And then the life has changed dramatically, and the things that were previously 

forbidden became possible. 

In 2001, on September 9, the foundation for a new house was laid in place of the old 

house which has served the family for 50 years. And now the new house which has been 

being constructed for 7 years serves not only family members but welcomes guests as 

well! 

 

 

 



  

 

DAY 6: visiting the Russian steam bath (banya). 

 

 
 

Transfer to the airport. Departure. 

 

Tour price per person: ______________ Rubles. 

 

The tour price includes: single room accommodation, transportation throughout the 

route, escorting Chinese interpreter, breakfasts, lunches and dinners, excursion program 

including the entrance tickets.  


